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The Défi Vélo Parkinson: Over 100 Cyclists Set to Ride 
for the Cause 

 

Montreal, August 22nd, 2016 – More than one hundred cyclists are ready to ride 
for Parkinson’s disease on Saturday, August 27th. This year’s edition will be the 
6th installment of the Défi Vélo Parkinson Québec – the only bike race devoted to 
the Parkinson’s cause in Quebec. One of the cyclists, François Guérin, will be 
joining the group for the last 150 kms of his cross-Canada trek!  

Biking across Canada is no simple feat, but François Guérin has managed to do just that 
this summer, and has been riding for the last 55 days. What makes his challenge so 
special? Not only is he riding alone from Vancouver to Montreal, a distance of 
approximately 5000 km…François has Parkinson’s disease as well! 

The 100 other cyclists taking part in the Défi Vélo Parkinson Québec will join François 
Guérin on August 27th to ride the Laval and Lower Laurentians legs.  

One hundred cyclists represents a new record for participation at this sixth installment of 
the event, the objective of which is to raise $75,000 for Parkinson’s-related causes. 
There are ten other cyclists lining up for this year’s race who also have the disease. In 
fact, they have been training with a group of kinesiologists since the spring, which has 
helped them maintain an active lifestyle. And these athletes have reaped the rewards, as 
their level of autonomy and quality of life have benefitted from this experience.  

“I want to offer hope that you can do whatever you love, even if you’re living with this 
disease. Meeting my Challenge will help me believe that I can attain any goal that I set 
for myself,” added Nadia Tagliabracci, a 47 year-old who has been living with Parkinson’s 
for the past 5 years. 

This is what the Parkinson Québec Cycling Challenges aims to promote. “Unfortunately, 
many people living with Parkinson’s have sedentary lives and believe that their disease is 
an obstacle. But this is far from true, and the research proves it,” explains Nicole 
Charpentier, General Director of Parkinson Québec. “We’re so pleased that François 
Guérin will be completing his trek with other participants taking this year’s Challenge. 
This will inspire others to change their lifestyles as well,” she said.    



About the Défi Vélo Parkinson 

The Défi Vélo Parkinson is open to the public and has remained a community-driven, 
Parkison Québec organized event since its inception 6 years ago. The 2016 Challenge 
will take place in the Lower Laurentians (Basses-Laurentides) area this year. Cyclists can 
sign up for one of three distances this year – the 45, 75 and 150 km courses. Last year, 
the Défi Vélo Parkinson raised more than $50,000 for Parkinson Québec. In 2016, the 
objective was set at $75,000. www.defiveloparkinson.ca 

 
About Parkinson Québec  

Parkinson Québec is Quebec’s leading non-profit organization serving the Parkinson’s 
community, and the provincial voice for regional organizations working for the Parkinson’s 
cause.  
Parkinson Québec’s mission is to support the 30,000 Quebeckers living with Parkinson’s 
disease, along with their caregivers, by:  
 
 Contributing to research on the causes for Parkinson’s disease and related 

treatments;  
 Promoting services, along with standardized, effective programs throughout 

Quebec that are based on reliable sources and exemplary practices;  
 Representing the Parkinson’s community on public decision-making entities, in 

order to represent the community’s rights and interests;  
 Raising public awareness about Parkinson’s disease.  

 
Parkinson Québec groups together 11 regional organizations and offices that offer 
activities in support of individuals living with the disease. It also works in close 
collaboration with Quebec-based organizations dedicated to the Parkinson’s cause. 
www.parkinsonquebec.ca  
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For more information, contact:  
Coralie Desjardins 
Development Agent, Parkinson Québec 
cdesjardins@parkinsonquebec.ca  
514 861.4422, ext. 270 
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